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Visits to 
Dornow Peeling Plants 

 
An Invitation to Visit Various Peeling Plants 

 
Dear Sirs, 
 
With this invitation we would like to give you the opportunity to see some of our peeling 
systems, equipped with our most recent technology, in operation. 
 
1. Peeling system for potatoes, carrots, root  
  celery and other tubers and roots, 
 
 equipped with our progressive water-free peeling technology consisting of: 
  
 Roller peeling machine, combined with continuous blade peeling, roller inspection 
 table with integrated return flow for re-peeling as well as a sorting and dividing 
 station (halving and quartering) and a preserving and packing station, 
 
2. Continuous carborundum  and/or blade-type peeling plant "MSS" 
 
3. Onion peeling plants 
 
4. Peeling plant for potatoes etc.: 
 
 - new: Roller peeling machine provided with micro fine-grain peeling 
             rollers (very smooth peeling result), and 
 - new: Roller inspection table with directly connected halving and 
             quartering machines for potatoes (very personnel-saving), 
 
5. Heavy-duty roller peeling machines 

 
- for especially high output capacities, 

 
6. Peeling plants for cooked and raw beetroot, 
 
7. Peeling plants for celery roots and/or carrots, 
 
8. Peeling machines for peeling of boiled potatoes ("potatoes boiled in their 

skin") 
 

9. Peeling machines for peeling different types of fruit 
 
For your answer please use the enclosed reply form! 
 
 
Enclosures:  
Letter of reply 
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by letter or by fax: - ++49(0)211-596883 
 
DORNOW food technology GmbH 
Schiess-Str.62 
 
D-40549 Düsseldorf 
 
          Date: ............ 
 
          Ref: .......... 
Reply: 
 
I am interested to see the following modern peeling plant(s) or machinery in operation  
(please check): 
 
p 1  p 2  p 3 
 
p 4  p 5  p 6 
 
p 7  p 8  p 9 
 
 Furthermore, I would like to see the following machines from the list 
 Q02 "DORNOW - Mechanical Peeling Machines": 
 (Please enter desired numbers!) 
 
Sender (Please type or write in printed characters): 
 
Name:      Position: 
 
Firm:       Phone: 
 
Street:      Fax: 
 
Residence with post code:   Country: 
 
Further information: 
 
p Please call to discuss details 
 
p Please collect me from the nearest airport 
 
p I'm coming by car. We can meet at a place to be agreed upon 
 
p I'm coming by train to the place to be agreed upon 
 
Signature: 
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A list of interesting articles and essays regarding the topics of the preparation and proc-
essing of tubers and vegetables and associated specialist areas can be found at our 
Internet site at www.dornow.de, Treatises.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Review of your current peeling results or  
before the purchase of a peeling machine or system: 

 
 
 

Realistic test peelings with the most diverse peeling systems,  
with the most diverse tubers and root vegetables, some fruit, with your raw 

produce are possible in our Peeling Test Center! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This paper contains non-committal notes. We do not lay claim to completeness. Alterations reserved.  
Our order confirmation, accepted by our customers, is in effect upon delivery. - The presentation of a  

new edition of this treatise will substitute for any previous versions. 
 

Copyright by DORNOW food technology GmbH, D-40549 Düsseldorf 
 

 
 
 

For more information:  www.dornow.de  
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